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Access to CAVE on line surface and CERES validation,
point and click Fu-Liou and COART calculations:

www-cave.larc.nasa.gov/cave/     or goggle “CERES  CAVE”



Terra CRS Beta 5 from January 2001 to June 2001

available and partly validated.

Significant error in handling spectral variation of AOT over land

3 MODIS visible channels interpolated to near IR

Even with error, CRS Terra surface SW is probably better than TRMM 

Product allows aerosol forcing estimates in clear and cloudy conditions

“Edition” version will correct aerosol bug and use improved ocean albedo

Significant improvements in SARB are put off to gridded Synoptic product

Spectral treatment of cryosphere comparable to present COART ocean optics

More sophisticated decision tree for land/snow/sea ice albedo using

Cloud WG resources

Spectral SW at surface (resolved UV)

Height resolved MATCH input sought



Daytime sources of AOT on 1 April 2001

MATCH assimilation MODIS instantaneous MODIS interpolated



Aerosol forcings to reflected SW at TOA that can be evaluated with Terra CRS Beta5:

All sky aerosol forcing =  (All sky with aerosols) - (All sky with no aerosols)

Clear sky aerosol forcing =  (Clear sky with aerosols) - (Clear sky with no aerosols) 

Cloud impact on aerosol forcing = (All sky aerosol forcing) - (Clear sky aerosol forcing)

-10                                  +20 Wm-2                             50

AOT 0.0--0.5           Cloud Area 0.0--1.0

Present output structure for “Cloud no AOT 
flux” is cumbersome; must be revised and 
include initial cloud fraction explicitly. 



TOA Calculations and Observations in CRS TRMM Edition 2C and Terra Beta 5



Remaining plots of production runs cover only Terra CRS Beta 5



Large, compensating cloudy biases are 
partly corrected by tuning.  Next CRS 
will have Kato’s Gamma Weighted Two-
stream Solver GWTS (following 
presentation).  Tuning and GWTS do 
not substantially change relationship of 
surface and TOA SW fluxes





All sky OLR (Untuned - Observations) for Daytime 1 April 2001
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Nite  Std dev = 10.5Day Std dev = 21.9







Previous plots were uncensored.

Plots & tables in format to right are censored.  
Unless noted,  they do not include:

---Saudi Solar Village (aerosol disaster)

---Mauna Loa (mountain)

---ARM E22 (bad radiometers) 

---and footprints where MODIS AOT > 0.4  

The problem with aerosols over land:
SARB uses MODIS AOT in 3 visible channels 
to estimate Angstrom  exponent and specify 
AOT in the near IR.  Our method is sensible, 
but it often produces erroneous near IR values.  
We have the information to fix it.



The censored plots and tables cover CRS Beta5 from 1 Jan. 2001 to 15 June 2001



MOST SECRET:  Why we need the 
Patriot Axe.  

LW AOT forcing is not 
due to the “Angstrom 
Interpolation bug”,  but 
OLR error remains large.





COVE Untuned:  note bias in SW at TOA

COVE Tuned:  SW bias at surface is larger



CERES FO V Av erage  (seve ral
snapsho ts on each of 18  day s)

  N  TOA Sur fac e Dir ec t Dif fu se

FOVs   Wm- 2   Wm- 2   Wm- 2   Wm- 2

Observ ations  282   180   812   546   267

Mod el   (MOD IS τ)
   Mode l- Obse rva tions  282     -1     -3   -20     17
   RM S er ror  282    21    61   101     73

Mod el  (AE RONE T τ)
   Mode l- Obse rva tions  282     -1      1      2     -1
   RM S er ror  282     20     75   115     72

Off line calculations for July 2001 CLAMS field campaign

Not CRS:  Up to 13 Fu-Liou cloudy calculations per footprint (SST tau histogram)

Special CERES scan for multiple views on each day

Large or land contaminated FOVs discarded

GFDL ocean gridbox used to apportion aerosol type for g and ssa



ARM SGP E13 Untuned

Syowa (10 km from Antarctic coast) Untuned


